FEATURES & BENEFITS

Constructed with a robust, wireless transparent ABS plastic material, this lightweight enclosure is designed to integrate wireless devices into traditional structured wiring installations.

The enclosure mounts easily for both surface and recessed applications, and the hinged door attaches in seconds without the need for tools or a helping technician.

- Made with ABS plastic, the enclosure is designed to integrate wireless devices without interference.
- Extruded cover adds 1.2" of depth for cable headroom and 3rd party device compatibility.
- Universal mounting grid maximizes compatibility with 3rd party products without additional brackets.
- Extra venting along the vertical plane of the door allows for superior heat dissipation.
- Staggered mounting tabs allow multiple enclosures to mount in adjacent stud bays.
- Cover includes metal hinge that attaches to enclosure in seconds without the need for tools or a helping hand.
- Lockable with provided screws, or by utilizing pad lock feature on enclosure
- Tapered design allows enclosures and covers to stack for efficient transportation and warehousing
- Hinged door covers drywall hole for clean finish
- UL listed.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Color: White (Paintable) *
Type: Enclosure

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: Yes
CSA Listing Info: UL 60950-1 & CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 60950-01-07 Information Technology Equipment, Including
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UL listed.

GENERAL INFO

Color: White (Paintable)*
Type: Enclosure

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes
CSA Listing Info: UL 60950-1 & CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 60950-01-07 Information Technology Equipment, Including Electrical Business Equipment
CSA Standard: Yes
UL Listing No: UL 2416, Audio/Video, Information and Communication Technology Equipment Cabinet, Enclosure and Rack Systems
UL Standard: Yes

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION

Material 1: ABS Plastic

DIMENSIONS

Depth (Metric): 104 mm
Depth (US): 5.77"
Height (Metric): 807mm
Height (US): 31.75"
Width (Metric): 496mm
Width (US): 17.1"
Primary Packaging Weight (Metric): 4.58 kg
Product Weight (Metric): 2.8 kg
Product Weight (US): 6.17 lbs

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material: ABS Plastic
Operating Temperature (Celsius): 0°C to 50°C